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SAKHAROV PRIZE FOR FREEDOM OF THOUGHT 2014 

Candidates proposed, in alphabetical order, by political groups and individual members  
 

 Candidate Activity Nominated by 

1 

Mahmoud          

Al ‘Asali (post 

mortem) and  

Louis Raphael 

Sako 

The Patriarch of the Chaldean Catholic 
Patriarchate of Babylon, Louis 

Raphael Sako, represents the highest 
ranking religious authority of Iraq's 

Christian communities. He raised 
awareness of the persecution of 
minority communities in the Arab 

world. Sako lives with the persecuted 
fleeing people of the religious 

minorities.  

Mahmoud Al ‘Asali - "the Muslim 
who gave up his life for Mosul’s 

Christians" - refused to stay silent 
about the violence against Mosul’s 

Christians. He paid with his life when 
he was killed by ISIS militants in 
Mosul on July 20, 2014. 

The Patriarch has given his consent to 
his nomination and strongly welcomes 

the inclusion of the memory of Prof. 
Mahmoud Al ‘Asali. 

European Conservatives and 

Reformists Group  

and 

Anna Záborská and 66 other 

MEPs    
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2 

Mouad 

Belghouate, Ala 

Yaacoubi and 

Alaa Abdel 

Fattah  

Artists and activists Mouad Belghouate 
(Morocco), Ala Yaacoubi (Tunisia) and 
Alaa Abdel Fattah (Egypt) have been 

harassed in their respective countries 
for having expressed their opinions in 

the aftermath of the "Arab springs".  

Mouad Belghouate, 26 years old, is a 
musician and an active member of the 

February 20th Movement. He has been 
sentenced to jail three times in less than 

three years.  

Ala Yaacoubi, 26 years old, also 
musician, has suffered harassment and 

police violence and has been convicted 
several times due to songs deemed 

outrageous by the Tunisian police.  

Alaa Abdel Fattah, 33 years old, is a 
blogger and an activist. He was jailed 

three times for having protested in 
favor of civil liberties in Egypt.  

European United Left/Nordic 

Green Left 
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3 

CHREDO, Open 

Doors, Oeuvre 

d'Orient and Aid 

to the Church in 

Need 

Eastern Christians in Danger 
Coordination (CHREDO) has religious 
representatives of the Eastern Churches 

in France, secular organizations and 
NGOs. In September 2014 it requested 

an investigation by the ICC into the 
atrocities committed against the 
Christian minority in Iraq. 

As a founding member of CHREDO, 
Open Doors started a relief effort to 

International Displaced Persons and the 
local population in Syria. It also set up 
a relief operation for thousands of 

refugees fleeing the Islamic State in 
Iraq. 

L’Œuvre d’Orient currently funds over 
800 projects dedicated to education and 
health. Since the beginning of the war 

in Syria it has supported actions to the 
benefit of thousands of people, in 

particular children and refugees. 

Aid to the Church in Need (ACN) is a 
Pontifical Foundation of the Catholic 

Church. Represented in 140 countries, 
ACN is currently providing support to 

the Catholic Church in Syria to take 
care of both Christian and Muslim 
refugees and families. 

Philippe Juvin and 60 other 
MEPs 
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4 

EuroMaidan -

represented by 

Mustafa Nayem, 

Ruslana 

Lyzhychko, 

Yelyzaveta 

Schepetylnykova 

and Tetiana 

Chornovol 

The Euromaidan movement started in 
November 2013 as a protest against the 
decision of the Ukrainian government 

to postpone the signature of the 
Association Agreement with the EU.  

Protests spread to over 40 cities and 
towns around Ukraine, where it became 
a true expression of the pro-democratic 

will of the Ukrainian people.  

The prize would be awarded to four 

representatives of Euromaidan civil 
society grassroots: Mustafa Nayem, an 
independent blogger and journalist, 

Ruslana Lyzhychko, Eurovision Song 
Contest winning artist, Yelyzaveta 

Schepetylnykova, a student 
representative in the Euromaidan 
Council Presidium, and Tetiana 

Chornovol, who was one of the first 
and symbolic victims of Euromaidan. 

Jacek Saryusz-Wolski and 52 

other MEPs 

5 Ayaan Hirsi Ali  

Ayaan Hirsi Ali is a Somali born in 

1969. Now a US citizen (formerly 
Dutch) activist, writer and politician, 
she is best known for her work to stop 

female genital mutilation (FGM), and 
to promote equal treatment of women 

in societies where FGM is a practice. 

In 2005, Hirsi Ali was named by the 
Time Magazine as one of the 100 most 

influential people in the world. In the 
USA, she founded a women's rights 

organisation called AHA Foundation. 

Europe of Freedom & Direct 

Democracy Group 
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6 Denis Mukwege 

Denis Mukwege is a 59 year-old 
Congolese gynaecologist. He founded 
and works in Panzi Hospital in Bukavu, 

where he specializes in the treatment of 
women who have been gang-raped by 

rebel forces. Mukwege has become the 
world's leading expert on restoring the 
internal physical damage caused by 

gang rape. 

He not only medically treats victims 

and children who have been subject to 
violent rape, but also teaches other 
surgeons this type of operation.  

Group of the Progressive 
Alliance of Socialists & 
Democrats in the European 

Parliament; 

Alliance of Liberals and 

Democrats for Europe 

and  

Barbara Lochbihler 

7 Leyla Yunus 

Leyla Yunus has been at the forefront 
of the struggle for human rights in 
Azerbaijan for many years. She has 

worked on numerous projects relating 
to political persecution, corruption, 

human trafficking, gender rights, 
violations of property rights, 
monitoring of court proceedings, and 

peace initiatives. She is the author of 
many reports on political prisoners. 

She has been subject to relentless 

harassment from the authorities, who 
most recently arrested her, together 

with her husband, Arif Yunus, on 
politically motivated charges. She is 
currently in pre-trial custody. Both are 

in fragile health condition and have 
been denied adequate treatment.  

The Greens/European Free 
Alliance  

and 

Alexander Graf Lambsdorff, 
Mareijte Schaake and Ramon 

Tremosa 
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Mahmoud Al ‘Asali (post mortem) and Louis Raphael Sako 

Nominated by the European Conservatives and Reformists Group and 

Anna Záborská and 66 other MEPs  
 

  
Louis Raphael Sako      Mahmoud Al ‘Asali  

 

In the face of growing persecution of religious minorities in the Middle East, the EU should 
take a stand for the rights and dignity of these communities. It must commit to act against the 

persecution of Yezidi's, Christians and others in the Middle East. The EU should insist that all 
religious groups have the right, in accordance with international human rights provisions, to 

exercise their faith where they live. An appropriate tribute would be for the EP to award the 
2014 Sakharov Prize jointly to Prof. Mahmoud Al ‘Asali (post mortem) and to Iraq’s 
Chaldean Patriarch Louis Raphael Sako. 

 
Mahmoud Al ‘Asali - "the Muslim who gave up his life for Mosul’s Christians" - refused 

to stay silent about the violence against Mosul’s Christians who are forced to choose between 
converting to the Muslim faith, paying the jizyah (the Islamic tax for non-Muslims), or 
fleeing. Mahmoud Al ‘Asali had the courage to make a stand against this cruel dilemma 

which he believes go against the Muslim commandments. He paid with his life when he was 
killed by ISIS militants in Mosul on July 20, 2014. 

 
The Patriarch of the Chaldean Catholic Patriarchate of Babylon, Louis Raphael Sako, 
represents the highest ranking religious authority of Iraq's Christian communities. He inspires 

many people with his courage and determination to stand up for what his people believe in, 
namely to fight for the individual freedom of religion and to raise awareness of the 

persecution of minority communities in the Arab world. Over the years the Patriarch has 
warned, cajoled, and appealed. These days his appeal to the world is to come to the rescue of 
the 2,000 year old Christian community of Iraq and several other minority communities as 

well, which will all disappear without an immediate international intervention. Sako lives 
with the persecuted fleeing people of the religious minorities.  

 
The Patriarch has given his consent to his nomination and strongly welcomes the inclusion of 
the memory of Prof. Mahmoud Al ‘Asali. 
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Mouad Belghouate, Ala Yaacoubi and Alaa Abdel Fattah 

Nominated by the European United Left/Nordic Green Left 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mouad Belghouate    Ala Yaacoubi     Alaa Abdel Fattah 

 

Artists and activists Mouad Belghouate (Morocco), Ala Yaacoubi (Tunisia) and Alaa Abdel 

Fattah (Egypt) have in common to have been harassed in their respective countries for having 
expressed their opinions following the "Arab springs". They are symbolic of a North-African 

youth who revolted against regimes in the name of dignity, freedom and social justice, of a 
youth who believes in democracy and in freedom of expression.  

Mouad Belghouate, 26 years old, is a musician and an active member of the February 20th 
Movement. He has been sentenced to jail three times in less than three years.  

Ala Yaacoubi, 26 years old, also musician, has suffered harassment and police violence due to 

songs deemed outrageous by the Tunisian police. He has been convicted several times 
because of these songs.  

Alaa Abdel Fattah, 33 years old, is a blogger and activist, jailed three times for having 

protested in favor of civil liberties in Egypt. 
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CHREDO, Open Doors, Oeuvre d'Orient and Aid to the Church in Need 

Nominated by Philippe Juvin and 60 other MEPs 

 

 

Patrick KARAM 
President of CHREDO 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Brother Andrew, Founder of Open Doors 
 

                                    

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Mgr Pascal Gollnisch,                           Johannes Freiherr Heeremann, International 

Director of Oeuvre d'Orient                                   President of Aid to the Church in Need 
 
CHREDO, Open Doors, Oeuvre d'Orient and Aid to the Church in Need, are four 

organisations that carry out outstanding actions on the ground and work for freedom of 
conscience and religion in the world. They are defending the rights of Eastern Christians in 

Iraq and Syria against the on-going violent persecutions by the Islamic state. 
 
Eastern Christians in Danger Coordination (CHREDO) was created on 27 September 

2013 with religious representatives of the Eastern Churches in France, secular organizations 
and NGOs. On September 10, 2014, CHREDO seized the International Criminal Court, 

requesting an investigation into the atrocities committed against the Christian minority in Iraq. 
CHREDO President Patrick Karam, also launched the "Call of Paris initiative" which 
condemns terrorism of the Islamic State and provides common actions through a working 

committee.  
 

Created in 1955, Open Doors is a founding member of CHREDO. When the Iron curtain 
came down, it was already in the Middle East, meeting the needs of isolated and oppressed 
Christians. With the outbreak of war in Syria, it started a relief effort to International 

Displaced Persons and the local population. In Iraq, it rapidly set up a relief operation for 
thousands of refugees fleeing the Islamic State. Each year, Open Doors publishes a “World 

Watch List – Index of Persecution”, highlighting trends in persecution against Christians. 
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L’Œuvre d’Orient was founded in 1856 by Augustin Cauchy and Charles Lenormand. It 
currently funds over 800 projects dedicated to education, health and support and pastoral and 

cultural action in 21 countries. L'Œuvre d’Orient distributed more than 4 million of euros 
since the beginning of the war in Syria to support actions carried out by bishops and priests to 

the benefit of thousands of families. It also assists the religious institutions in Iraq since the 
1860s, and is currently investigating the needs in this country with priority for children and 
sick refugees. 

 
Founded in 1947 by Father Werenfried van Straaten, Aid to the Church in Need (ACN) is a 

Pontifical Foundation of the Catholic Church. Represented in 140 countries, ACN is currently 
providing support to the Catholic Church in Syria to take care of both Christian and Muslim 
refugees and families. In Iraq, ACN has sent 200.000 euros as an emergency help to take care 

of the Christian having escaped Mosul and the Nineveh plain. 
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EuroMaidan - represented by Mustafa Nayem, Ruslana Lyzhychko, 
Yelyzaveta Schepetylnykova and Tetiana Chornovol 

Nominated by Jacek Saryusz-Wolski and 52 other MEPs 

 

Euromaidan were prompted in November 21 by the government decision to refuse the 

signature of the Association Agreement with the EU.  Protests soon spread to over 40 cities 
and towns around Ukraine, where it became a true expression of pro-democratic will of the 
Ukrainian people who rejected the dramatic slide into semi-authoritarian regime in recent 

years. Ukrainians stood for common European values - dignity, liberty, equality and the rule 
of law. For thousands protesting under European and Ukrainian flags, these values were 

embodied in the fullest by the European Union and the perspective of the Association 
Agreement. Peaceful protesters in Kiev were to pay the highest prize when the government 
decided to disperse them violently, eventually ordering sniper shooting. 

 The prize is to be awarded to four representatives of Euromaidan civil society grassroots. 
Mustafa Nayem, an independent blogger and Hromadske TV journalist, was the first to urge 

Ukrainians to gather on Independence Square and was instrumental in making their voice 
heard. Eurovision Song Contest winning artist Ruslana Lyzhychko acted as leader of the 
Euromaidan Council, the governing body of the protest movement, and provided support and 

inspiration to the crowds gathered in Kiev. From January 2014, she started meeting key EU 
and US politicians with the aim of raising awareness of the protest and asking support for 

Ukraine. Yelyzaveta Schepetylnykova was a student representative in the Euromaidan 
Council Presidium. She embodies the struggle of Ukrainian students, who were on the 
frontline of the effort to uphold the common European values - dignity, liberty, equality and 

the rule of law in Ukraine. Their struggle was countered by violence, when a week later they 
were beaten by the riot police. This only made the crowds bigger. Tetiana Chornovol was 

one of the first and symbolic victims of Euromaidan, nearly beaten to death on December 25 
after revealing the corrupt practices of the then President of Ukraine, Victor Yanukoych. 
These four represent what EuroMaidan was at the very heart – a fight of ordinary citizens 

striving for freedom, democracy and respect for human rights in their country in the spirit of 
Andrei Sakharov.   
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Ayaan Hirsi Ali 

Nominated by the Europe of Freedom & Direct Democracy Group 

 

 

Ayaan Hirsi Ali is a Somali born in 1969. Now a US citizen (formerly Dutch) activist, writer 
and politician, she is best known for her work to stop female genital mutilation (FGM), (also 
known as female circumcision) and to promote equal treatment of women in the societies 

where FGM is practiced.   

Hirsi Ali left Somalia in 1977 for Saudi Arabia, Ethiopia and Kenya. In 1992, she was given 

political asylum in the Netherlands and was elected as a Dutch MP. 

She was already well-known in Holland for her opposition to FGM and the culture behind it. 
As a result, she collaborated with Theo van Gogh on the movie Submission causing death 

threats to both of them. Van Gogh was assassinated in 2004. 

In 2005, Hirsi Ali was named by Time Magazine as one of the 100 most influential people in 

the world. She has also received awards, including a free speech award from the Danish 
newspaper Jyllands-Posten, the Swedish Liberal Party's Democracy Prize, and the Moral 
Courage Award for commitment to conflict resolution, ethics, and world citizenship. 

The increasing difficulties of her life in Holland (comparable to Salmon Rushdie in the UK) 
led Hirsi Ali to emigrate to the United States in 2006; there she founded the women's rights 

organisation, the AHA Foundation.  

Hirsi Ali is now married to Niall Ferguson, who is a Professor of history at Harvard 
University. 
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Denis Mukwege 

Nominated by the Group of the Progressive Alliance of Socialists & 

Democrats in the European Parliament, the Alliance of Liberals and 
Democrats for Europe and Barbara Lochbihler 

 
 
Violence against women and children as a weapon of war 
 

“It has probably become more dangerous to be a woman than a soldier in armed conflict”, 
Major-General Patrick Cammaert, former commander of UN peacekeeping forces in the 

eastern Congo. 
 
Far from putting an end to violence against women as a weapon of war, this crime seems to be 

on the rise since the UNSC adopted the resolution 1820 back in 2008. From Congo to Sudan, 
and now in the areas controlled by the Islamic State (ISIS), women and girls bear the burden 

of the destruction. 
 
Denis Mukwege is a 59 aged Congolese gynaecologist. He founded and works in Panzi 

Hospital in Bukavu, where he specializes in the treatment of women who have been gang-
raped by rebel forces. Mukwege has become the world's leading expert on how to repair the 

internal physical damage caused by gang rape. 
He has treated several thousands of women since the Second Congo war, some of them more 
than once, performing up to 10 surgeries a day during his 18-hour working days. He has 

described how his patients arrive at the hospital sometimes naked, usually bleeding and 
leaking urine and faeces from torn vaginas. 

 
Most of the young girls who have been raped can no longer have children. Others, 
contaminated by aids or other diseases, become “virus reservoirs” and “death tools” for their 

partners, even children who have been raped. The latter will anyway be rejected, stigmatised, 
called “serpent-children” and will be the first to be recruited to become child soldiers, child-

rapists.  Teenagers who are asked to cut off their mother’s breast or rape their sisters just to 
prove their courage and the right to a weapon. 
 

His action is not only to medically treat victims and children who have been subject to such 
violent rape that the internal organs have had to be completely reconstructed but also consists 
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of transfer of knowledge by teaching other surgeons this type of operation; in addition, he has 
put in place a genuine work of social and moral reintegration of the victims back into society 

while they are recovering. 
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Leyla Yunus 

Nominated by The Greens/European Free Alliance and Alexander Graf 

Lambsdorff, Mareijte Schaake and Ramon Tremosa  
 

 

 

Leyla Yunus has been at the forefront of the struggle for human rights in Azerbaijan for 
many years. She has worked on numerous projects relating to political persecution, 
corruption, human trafficking, gender rights, violations of property rights, monitoring of court 

proceedings, and peace initiatives. She has also worked for a number of years defending the 
rights of ethnic minorities in Azerbaijan, founded the country's first women's crisis centre for 
victims of abuse, and is the author of a multitude of reports on political prisoners. 

She has been subject to relentless harassment from the authorities, who most recently arrested 
her, together with her husband, Arif Yunus, on politically motivated charges. She is currently 
in pretrial custody. Both are in fragile health and have been denied adequate treatment.  

The case of Leyla Yunus follows dozens of others – political activists, rights defenders, 
journalists, bloggers and other social media activists – whom the authorities have imprisoned 

in the past two years on similarly trumped-up charges, including hooliganism, drug 
possession, tax evasion, and even treason.  

The EU is currently negotiating with Azerbaijan - a country rich in oil and gas - a “Strategic 
Modernization Partnership" that should be based on common values, including democracy, 

human rights and the rule of law in line with the commitments made by Azerbaijan within the 
Council of Europe and the OSCE, that  have been long forgotten. 

 


